
 

 

3.4 Evergreen Sequoia Maintenance Notes - July 15, 2020  
This maintenance update will bring Sequoia up to Evergreen 3.4.3 along with some additional 
bugfixes. Bugfixes that were previously included in prior maintenance updates will be retained; 
this document just lists the new fixes. 

Patron Accounts and Management 
● Display fix: view full details of patron bills 

○ When all bills are selected in the Bills tab of a patron account, right-clicking 
selected Full Details on an individual bill will now bring the user to the details of 
the selected bill as expected. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1792995 
● Display fix: patron statistical category values 

○ This patch fixes a bug where patron statistical category values were transferred 
from one patron account to another. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1844365 
● User Bucket Enhancements 

○ You can now display more than 100 rows in the User Bucket interface.  This will 
allow staff to move 100+ users from the pending users tab to a bucket in batch to 
take full advantage of the User Bucket feature. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1754387 
 

Holds 
● Org Unit Proximity Adjustments Enhancement 

○ When a hold is placed, Evergreen checks for any age hold protection applied to 
items to calculate the potential distance that item can travel between libraries. 
This patch allows Evergreen to be configured to use existing proximity 
adjustments when calculating the distance between libraries, instead of using the 
baseline proximity between libraries or org units. 

○ There is a new Library Setting called “Use calculated proximity for age-protection 
check” that can be set to True if your library wants to use proximity adjustments 
when calculating transit distance for items to fill holds. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1841974 
● Improvements to Hold Capture 

○ When items are checked in, Evergreen checks all holds that the item could fill to 
identify the best hold the item could fill.  This patch tells Evergreen to take age 
hold protection into account when checking holds that the item could fill.  If the 
hold is beyond the transit range of the age hold protection rule applied to the 
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item, Evergreen will ignore that hold when checking all applicable holds.  This will 
speed up the check in and capture process. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1508208 
 

Administration 
● Display enhancement: Organizational Units 

○ The org units represented in Admin>Server Administration>Organizational Units 
now display in alphabetical order. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1860468 
● Display enhancement: Patrons with Negative Balances 

○ The patron Barcode field can now be viewed in this interface by selecting it from 
the column picker. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1668352 
 

Display Enhancements 
● Hotkey enhancements 

○ This patch fixes an issue with the F8 hotkey to retrieve the last viewed patron 
account.  Pressing F8 will now retrieve the last patron.  F8 also displays as a 
hotkey option when you press “?” when your cursor is outside of an input field to 
display all available hotkeys. 

○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1886713 
 

Angular Enhancements 
● A few fixes to support the ongoing development in Evergreen of new Angular interfaces, 

have also been added to your system.  Staff will not see these changes in their day to 
day work. 

● Angular experimental catalog: users can combine "Keyword" and "Starts With" 
○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1819236 

● Angular staff catalog browse results should use links on results 
○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1869906 

● A few inconsistent strings in the Angular i18n login screens 
○ https://bugs.launchpad.net/bugs/1865951 
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